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Abstract
The conversion of carbon dioxide (CO2) into value-added chemicals and fuels,
preferably using renewable energy and earth-abundant materials, is considered a key
priority for future energy research. In this work, a bias-free reactor device for the solardriven conversion of CO2 to synthesis gas (syngas) has been developed. The integrated
fluidic device consists of a cathode made of copper foam coated with low-cost
nanosized zinc flakes as catalyst to perform the CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR) to
syngas, an adapted silicon heterojunction solar cell structure as photoanode with nickel
foam as catalyst to facilitate the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), and a bipolar
membrane separating the respective catholyte and anolyte compartments. The
membrane allows for the operation of the catholyte and anolyte at different pH values.
Stable and tunable hydrogen-to-carbon monoxide (H2:CO) ratios between 5 and 0.5
along with high CO faradaic efficiencies of up to 85 % and CO current densities of 39.4
mA/cm2 have been demonstrated. Under photoelectrolysis conditions, the photovoltage
of the photoanode was varied between 0.6 V and 2.4 V by connecting up to four
heterojunction solar cells in series and thus, reducing the overall cell voltage solely by
solar energy utilization. Bias-free operation of the integrated device has been achieved
at ambient conditions with active areas for CO2RR and OER, respectively, of 10 cm2.
An operation current density of 5.0 mA/cm2 was measured under 100 mW/cm2
illumination of the complete device, which corresponds to a solar-to-syngas conversion
efficiency of 4.3 %.
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I.

Introduction

Today’s society is committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions
substantially while encouraging others to do likewise. In the war against climate
change, the consensus is that carbon dioxide (CO2) capture and storage alone cannot
solve this problem.1,2 To have a meaningful effect, it is crucial to materialize chemical
and catalytic processes that enable reusing CO2 to convert it into value-added chemicals
and fuels, preferably by using renewable and sustainable energy sources, such as solar
energy. In spite of encouraging accomplishments in this field, yet substantial advances
in the selection of cost-effective and earth-abundant materials enabling efficient
photoabsorption and catalysis are needed to contribute to the climate change objectives.3
The main identified scientific challenges related to the CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR)
to form chemical fuels are the high overpotentials needed to perform the multi-electron
transfers and the poor faradaic efficiency and product selectivity.4 Among the various
CO2 reduction products, carbon monoxide (CO)5, however, is a gaseous product, which
requires only two electrons to be produced and thus, is accompanied by lower
overpotentials, compared to methanol6 or methane7, for instance, which require the
transfer of six and eight electrons to one molecule, respectively. Additionally, the
concomitant hydrogen (H2) production can be valorized to produce synthesis gas
(syngas) which can be further processed and offers high optionality.8 Providing tunable
H2:CO ratios is therefore highly desirable, as it makes syngas a versatile fuel precursor
able to create the majority of the products and chemicals currently generated in the
petrochemical industry, e.g. the synthesis of methanol via Fischer-Tropsch.9,10 This twostep synthetic route using existing industrial processes is being perceived as more
economically viable than the direct conversion of CO2 into multi-electron products,
such as methanol or ethylene, where also the subsequent product separation is highly
energy-demanding.11, 12
Among the bulk metallic catalysts for CO production, silver (Ag)13, gold (Au)14, and
zinc (Zn)15-19, are identified as adequate candidates for selective CO2-to-CO conversion.
However, expensive elements, such as Ag or Au are not ideal for commercial
applications at large scale (terawatt). In this regard, Zn represents a more satisfactory
catalyst, as it is earth-abundant and significantly cheaper than other noble metal
catalysts.
Besides the early work by Hori and Ikeda on bulk metallic Zn catalysts, recently also
nanostructured Zn catalysts for CO2 to CO conversion came to the fore among research
groups. Dark electrochemical faradaic efficiencies up to 79 % and 93 % for cathodes
based on nanosized dendrite17 and flake Zn18 catalyst structures, respectively, have been
demonstrated.
However, so far, neither the viability of Zn as catalyst materials for selective syngas
production, nor the applicability of a Zn-based cathode on a system-level, i.e. in a standalone device for solar-driven CO2-to-fuel conversion combining electrochemical and
photovoltaic structures has been hitherto demonstrated. Within this work we aimed to
bridge that gap by addressing mainly three aspects:
We initiated our study with the development of the Zn cathode material. In particular
we investigated the deposition of nanostructured Zn catalysts on highly conductive
copper (Cu) foam using electrodeposition and evaluated its performance towards CO2to-syngas conversion along with the possibility to tune the H2:CO ratios.
We subsequently focused on the adaption and integration of silicon (Si) heterojunction
solar cells as photoanode to perform the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). The silicon
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heterojunction technology (HIT) was chosen herein as it stands out because it is nontoxic, cheap, abundant, well understood, and has recently acquired an industry leading
level.20,21 Yet, the application of HIT cells as photoanodes for CO2 conversion has not
been reported previously and required meeting challenges, such as increasing the
photovoltage without impairing the photovoltaic efficiency; protection of the solar cell
to increase the stability in aqueous electrolytes; and the decoration with catalysts
ensuring an efficient OER.22-26 The latter was ensured by applying a nickel (Ni) foam on
the rear side of the HIT cell as a three-dimensional catalyst.
Finally, we combined the optimized cathode and photoanode components in a single
reactor assembly (large scale filter-press type electrochemical cell with 10 cm2 active
CO2RR and OER areas, respectively) to perform the CO2-to-syngas conversion using
the sun as the only energy input, i.e. under bias-free working conditions. This reactor
concept gives a push from the engineering side and thus, stands in contrast to the vast
majority of laboratory approaches on solar-assisted CO2 conversion, where only a few
examples on prototyping devices exist.27-30
II.

Experimental Section

A. Cathode preparation and structural characterization
Zinc catalysts were obtained by electrodeposition on copper foam using a two electrode
cell configuration. A sheet of copper foam (cleaned in acetone and 2 M HCl) with a size
of 40*40 mm2 (geometrical area) was used as catalyst support and the counter electrode
was a platinum mesh. The electrodeposition was conducted in a 1 M zinc sulfate
(ZnSO4) solution applying a constant current of -0.4 A for up to one hour at room
temperature.31 After electrodeposition, each electrode was thoroughly rinsed with
deionized water and dried at room temperature. For comparison, a zinc foil (Alfa Aesar,
99.98%, 0.25 mm thick) cathode was also employed.
Structural characterization was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The samples
were scanned from 2θ = 20° to 80° at a rate of 0.02 s-1 in Bragg–Brentano geometry.
The diffractometer was equipped with a Cu Kα (1.54051 Å) radiation source.
The morphology of the as deposited foam-based electrodes was observed using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and elemental analysis was performed by the same
microscope equipped with an X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The samples
for transmission electron microscope (TEM) were prepared by scratching the asprepared Zn powders from the Cu foam substrate, followed by dispersing them in
hexane and collecting them on the TEM copper grids. High resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) studies were conducted by using an FEI Tecnai F20 field emission gun
microscope operated at 200 kV with a point-to-point resolution of 0.19 nm, which is
equipped with high angle annular dark field (HAADF) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) detectors.
B. Photoanode preparation
Details on the Si heterojunction solar cell fabrication can be found in Ref. 32. The solar
cells were electrically connected via solar tabbing wire and Ag epoxy. The planar
series-connected cell structure was subsequently encapsulated by a transparent acrylic
laminating tape. This construction maintained structural integrity while providing
protection from aqueous media. Excess tape was removed and the photovoltaic structure
was stored to protect against mechanical and water degradation. The solar cell structure
was attached to the Ni foam and electrical contact was made by metallic wires.
3

C. Photoelectrochemical device set-up and characterization
CO2 electroreduction experiments were carried out at ambient conditions in a patented
filter-press type electrochemical cell33, schematically depicted in Fig. 1 and reported in
our previous studies.34,35 The cell has three inputs (catholyte, anolyte and CO2 gas) and
two outputs (catholyte and gaseous products; anolyte). Anolyte (1 M KOH) and
catholyte (0.5 M KHCO3, pre-electrolyzed at -2 V under nitrogen bubbling to remove
metal impurities) solutions were kept in two separated tanks and recirculated
continuously into the cell by a dual peristaltic pump to enhance flow dynamics. An
ionic transport bipolar membrane divides the cell into two separated anodic (pH = 13.7)
and cathodic (pH = 7.5) compartments ensuring no accompanying chemical bias
stemming from the pH difference in the cell.36 A mass flow controller was used to
control the CO2 flow rate entering the system, measured downstream by a volumetric
digital flowmeter. When using a Zn foil cathode, CO2 was bubbled directly in the
catholyte solution. The flow of CO2 gas and electrolytes were kept at 20 mL/min. To
test the developed Cu-Zn cathode, the Ni foam catalyst, and the photoanode
individually in a three electrode configuration, a Dimensionally Stable Anode plate
(DSA) was used as the counter electrode. A leak-free Ag/AgCl 3.4 M KCl reference
electrode (RE) was assembled in the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) frame of the cell
and placed very close to the working electrode surface. The potential was transformed
to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) scale: E (VRHE) = E (VAg/AgCl) + 0.0592 × pH
+ 0.197. The data presented for the electrochemical characterization in aqueous
solutions in three-electrode configuration do not include compensation for the series
resistance of the solution. The Cu-Zn foam was placed onto a titanium electrode holder
in the cathode part of the filter-press cell, which defines an active Cu-Zn surface area of
10 cm2. The Ni foam was also mounted onto a titanium electrode holder in the anode
part of the device defining an active area of 10 cm2. The electrically attached PV
devices had an area of 4 cm2 each, thus during the photoelectrolysis measurement an
area of 16 cm2 was illuminated.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up of the filter-press reactor comprising the
Cu-Zn cathode and the Si/Ni foam photoanode.
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All photoelectrochemical experiments were conducted using a solar simulator equipped
with a 150 W xenon lamp. The intensity of the light source was adjusted to match
standard AM 1.5G sunlight at 100 mW/cm2 intensity. The experiments for the full
system assembly were carried out in a two-electrode configuration. The faradaic
efficiency to CO and H2 were calculated using the analysis of the outlet gas by gas
chromatography (GC) during potentiostatic measurements. Helium (99.999%) was used
as the carrier gas. The calibration of peak area vs. gas concentration was used for the
molar quantification of each gaseous effluent. The faradaic efficiency was calculated by
determining the number of coulombs needed for each product and then dividing by the
total charge passed during the time of the GC sampling according to the flow rate.

III.

Results and discussion

A. Cathode based on Cu foam coated with Zn nanoflakes for electrochemical
CO2 reduction
Electrodeposited metallic Zn can be synthetized in a variety of architectures.37,38
Inspired by the high CO faradaic efficiencies obtained with Zn flake-like structures18,
we intended to coat a Cu foam, as a three-dimensional highly conductive substrate, with
nanosized Zn flake catalyst by means of electrodeposition. We first investigated how
the duration of the electrodeposition process affects the coverage of the foam, while
maintaining a high constant deposition rate (40 mA/cm2, see Fig. S1, in the ESI). A
complete coverage is necessary in order to solely make use of the catalytic properties of
Zn and not also of the Cu foam. Cu surfaces are known to favor the production of liquid
products, such as formate, and thus, are not adequate when syngas is targeted.39 In Fig.
S2, the comparison of the Cu foam coating after 15, 30, and 60 minute electrodeposition
from a 1 M ZnSO4 solution are shown. After 15 and 30 minute electrodeposition,
respectively, major parts of the Cu foam surface were still uncovered. Only after one
hour the Cu foam was completely coated with Zn flake-like structures, offering a rich
active surface area for CO2-to-syngas catalysis. The full coverage of the Cu foam after
one hour electrodeposition has also been validated by chemical composition EELS
mapping measurements, shown in Fig. S3. The Cu signal was almost entirely
suppressed, which confirms a fully coated Cu foam surface.
The Zn flakes were formed already after shorter electrodeposition times and preserved
its shape whilst longer depositions (see high-magnification insets in Fig. S2). According
to the high-magnification SEM image shown in Fig. 2(a), the electrodeposition (one
hour) resulted in a dense coverage of disordered two-dimensional Zn nanoflake
structures with an average diameter of approximately 500 nm. The XRD diffraction
pattern in Fig. 2(b) confirmed the highly crystalline nature of the as-prepared Zn
electrocatalyst. All the diffraction peaks are well defined and aligned precisely with the
reference pattern for Zn (JCPDS card number 03-065-5973). The peaks from the
supporting bare Cu foam (corresponding to the Cu JCPDS card number 01-070-3038)
are also visible in the diffraction pattern of the Cu-Zn system, as expected.
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Fig. 2 (a) High-magnification SEM images of the Zn nanoflakes electrocatalyst deposited on Cu
foam by electrodeposition. (b) XRD pattern of the bare Cu foam and of the Zn coated Cu foam
(Cu-Zn).

The surface of the Zn nanoflake structures was further investigated by means of highresolution TEM (Fig. 3) in order to gain additional insights into the catalytically active
regions. As apparent from this analysis and from the EELS mapping shown in Fig. S3,
the nanoflakes are composed of metallic Zn and ZnO. The FFT spectra in Fig. 3(c) and
Fig. 3(f) indicate that the material crystallized in the hexagonal Zn phase and in a
mixture of hexagonal Zn and hexagonal ZnO phase, respectively. The HRTEM image
in Fig. 3a nicely shows two distinct regions: the core region of highly crystalline Zn,
which is characterized by continuous metallic Zn and forms the vast majority of the
deposited material (red squared region in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)); and the surface region
composed of a polycrystalline matrix of metallic Zn embedding discontinuously
arranged ZnO nanoparticles with diameters of about 5 nm (blue squared region in Fig.
3(a) and Fig. 3(d)). The ZnO/Zn core/shell structures were also confirmed by the
inverted FFT image in Fig. 3e, obtained from the FFT spectrum (Fig. 3(f)) of the blue
squared region in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 3 Left top (a): HRTEM image showing the structural composition of the area near the
nanoflake surface. The yellow dashed line shows the boundary between the Zn nanoflake core
and the Zn/ZnO polycrystalline periphery. Middle top (b): HRTEM detail of the red squared
region. Right top (c): Corresponding FFT spectrum of the red squared region, which indicates
that the material crystallizes in the hexagonal Zn phase, as visualized along the [000-1]
direction. Left bottom (d): HRTEM detail of the blue squared region. Middle bottom (e): IFFT
RGB composite of Zn (red) and ZnO (green). Right bottom (f): Corresponding FFT spectrum of
the blue squared region, which indicates that the material crystallizes in a mixture of the
hexagonal Zn phase and hexagonal ZnO phase, as visualized along the [000-1] directions.

In particular, Fig. 3(e) illustrates that in the periphery region of the nanoflake, ZnO
nanoparticles (green structures) are embedded by a metallic Zn background (red
structures). It is well known that metallic Zn can be readily oxidized in the presence of
air or moisture. As reported elsewhere, even drying as-prepared Zn samples under
vacuum immediately after electrodeposition and keeping them in argon protected
environment could not prevent the oxidation of the Zn surface and the formation of a
thin (~ 10 nm) ZnO layer at the surface.17 The reason why in this study the ZnO
crystallized into nanoparticles is difficult to clarify. Here in-situ TEM measurements of
the electrodepostion of Zn and its phase evolution at atmosphere could give additional
insights. Further respective tests are planned and were already reported elsewhere.40
The electrochemical activity of the as-produced Cu-Zn cathode towards CO2RR was
evaluated using constant potential electrolysis in the fluidic filter-press type
electrochemical cell shown in Fig. 1 using a three-electrode configuration. A 0.5 M
potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3) aqueous electrolyte solution saturated with CO2 (pH =
7.5) was flown (recirculation flow rate of 20 ml/min) on one side of the cathode. On the
7

other side, pure CO2 gas was flown through the Zn coated macroporous threedimensional Cu-foam (flow rate of 20 ml/min) in order to circumvent the solubility
limit in the electrolyte and thus, improve the availability of the three phase interfaces,
i.e. the meeting point of CO2 gas – liquid electrolyte – electrode for CO2RR catalysis. A
similar cell design to the one depicted in Fig. 1 has been proposed also by Kenis et al.
and Newman et al. in order to address the CO2 solubility issue and improving the CO
current densities.41,42
Fig. 4(a) displays the potentiostatic measurements, which were conducted at different
potentials in the range of 0 VRHE to -0.9 VRHE over the course of one hour.

Fig. 4 (a) Chronoamperometry measurements for 10 different potentials (0 V up to -0.9 V) for
the Cu-Zn cathode. The red arrows indicate when the gas phase samples were taken. For the
sake of readability, the measurement for -0.1 VRHE is not shown here. (b) Total and partial
cathodic CO and H2 current densities, respectively, during CO2RR plotted on a logarithmic
scale over the applied cathodic potential. (c) Left y-axis: Faradaic efficiencies of CO and H2 at
different potentials. Right y-axis: Respective H2:CO ratios for the investigated potential range.
The error bars in (c) are standard deviations obtained from 3 experimental repeats. All
measurements were conducted at a CO2 and electrolyte flow rate of 20 ml/min.

The Cu-Zn cathode shows a very stable operation for all applied potentials. The average
total current densities measured at each potential over the time of electrolysis are plotted
as a function of the applied potential in Fig. 4(b) (black squares). The data shows an
increase in the magnitude of the cathodic current density with increasing cathodic
potential, as expected. In Fig. S4 the average current density points are overlaid with the
cyclic voltammogram (CV) obtained prior to the potentiostatic experiments for
comparison. As apparent, the potentiostatic data is consistent with the CV. Figure S4
8

also evidences the high activity of the Cu-Zn cathode towards CO2RR, as the cathode
exhibited a significantly higher current density under CO2 flow than under Ar flow.
The high stability of the Cu-Zn cathode was further confirmed by SEM and XRD
measurements and operation stability testing, respectively (see Fig. S5 and S10,
respectively, in the ESI). As presented in Fig. S5, the Zn nanoflakes preserved its shape
after electrolysis for one hour at -0.8 VRHE and the XRD pattern were identical before
and after the one hour electrolysis operation.
Partial current densities of the CO2 reduction products are plotted in Fig. 4(b) and were
calculated on the basis of GC analysis (normalized on the basis of geometrical surface
area). The two primary products under testing conditions were CO from the reduction of
CO2 and H2 as a byproduct from the concurrent proton reduction reaction. Figure 4(c)
displays the faradaic efficiencies of CO and H2, which were calculated assuming a twoelectron transfer for their production. A very high selectivity of the syngas products was
achieved, as the total faradaic efficiency was close to 100 % in the investigated potential
range. The highest faradaic efficiency of CO was 85 % at a potential of -0.8 VRHE along
with an impressive CO current density of 39.4 mA/cm2 (Fig. 4(b)). Although our
cathode development targeted syngas production, the herein achieved partial current
density for selective CO production is the highest ever reported for an earth-abundant
Zn catalyst at such low overpotentials. Furthermore, as can be deduced from the right
ordinate in Fig. 4(b), the H2:CO ratio can be adjusted very precisely in the range
between 5 and 0.5. These syngas ratios are highly suitable for further thermocatalytic
conversion to, for instance, ammonia (≥ 3:1), methanol and light olefins (≥ 2:1), waxes
and diesel (≤ 2:1), aldehydes and higher alcohols (1.5:1), dimethyl ether, oxo alcohols
and acetic acid (1:1), or polycarbonates (≤ 0.5:1).8 Tunable H2:CO ratios (between 1:0.5
and 1:1) have also been reported elsewhere,43 however with significantly lower partial
current densities and using expensive catalyst materials such as palladium. The
outstanding selectivity towards syngas production was attributed to the unique
combination of Zn nanoflake structures supported by the 3D Cu foam. In particular, this
marriage was conducive to a much larger contact area between the catalyst and the
electrolyte and integrated in the flow reactor design, it additionally ensured a facile
transport of reactants (CO2 and electrolyte) as well as products (CO and H2).
Among Zn catalysts for CO2RR, high selectivities have been reported only for CO
production so far. In these studies, H2 evolution has been suppressed either by the
presence of chloride ions at the Zn catalyst surface18 (not present in our study) or by a
high density of active stepped sites in nanostructured catalysts.17 The systematically
adjustable H2:CO ratios measured in our study may result from the morphology and
composition of the as-formed Zn nanoflakes. In contrast to the results on increased H2
suppression from CO2 reduction for stepped sites, shown for Zn dendrite structures17
and other catalyst materials such as Cu44 and Pb45, our Zn nanoflake structures did not
hamper H2 production to such an extent, despite a high density of stepped sites as
compared with a flat catalyst surface. In Fig., S6 the faradaic efficiencies for CO and H 2
production from CO2RR measured for a flat Zn foil cathode are shown. As apparent, the
production of H2 was amplified compared to our developed Cu-Zn cathode (see Fig.
4(c)), however, not as drastically as presented in the aforementioned related studies. We
therefore speculate that the origin of the observed activity towards H2 production, i.e.
solely partial suppression of H2 production lies in the ZnO nanoparticles embedded in
the metallic Zn matrix at the surface of the nanoflakes (see Fig. 3). These ZnO/Zn
core/shell structures presumably play a major role in the proton reduction reaction and
9

favor H2 generation, especially for lower applied potentials. At higher potentials, i.e.
more reducing conditions, ZnOx might still be catalytically active, although partially
reduced. This is confirmed by a decreasing H2 production and an increasing CO
production with increasing potential (up to a maximum CO current density imposed by
the limiting CO2 solubility, see Fig. 4(b) and (c)). Enhanced H2 production through the
decoration of ZnO nanoparticles has already been observed for ZnS and CdS
nanocomposites as well.46,47
B. Photoanode composed of Si heterojunction solar cell and Ni foam as oxygen
evolution reaction catalyst
In view of a stand-alone device for CO2RR, also OER must be efficient and driven by
sunlight energy. For this purpose, we investigated a photoanode system, which
consisted of a Ni foam as OER catalyst and Si heterojunction solar cell as light
absorber. The reactor device was designed such that the light directly enters the
photoanode without being attenuated by a surrounding medium, e.g. the electrolyte or
gas bubbles (see Fig.1). The layer stack used for the deposition of the Si heterojunction
solar cells, as well as the photocurrent-density behavior of the photoanode (Si/Ni foam)
in three-electrode configuration in 1 M KOH are shown in Fig. S7. Bare Ni foam is
known to be an efficient OER catalyst48, also due to its very large surface-to-volume
ratio of 6.900 m2/m3. The water-oxidation behavior of the foam alone is shown in Fig.
5(a). The cyclic voltammetry measurements without the photoabsorbing Si cell were
conducted in order to provide a measure of the overpotentials of OER in 1 M KOH and
in 0.5 M KHCO3 at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. As can be deduced from Fig. 5(a), an
overpotential of 375 mV was required to produce 10 mA/cm2 in 1 M KOH, consistent
with results on Ni based anodes.49 In comparison, an overpotential of 770 mV was
required in 0.5 M KHCO3 to produce the same current density of 10 mA/cm2.

Fig. 5 (a) Performance of the Ni foam towards oxygen evolution reaction (OER) evaluated in a
three-electrode configuration by means of cyclic voltammetry measurements at a scan rate of 10
mV/s in 1 M KOH (black curve) and in 0.5 M KHCO3 (orange curve) without correction for
uncompensated resistance. The measurements were conducted at a scan rate of 10 mV/s.
(b) Overall polarization characteristics for CO2RR reaction and OER using the Cu-Zn cathode
and the Ni foam anode in a two-electrode BPM configuration (0.5 M KHCO3/BPM/1 M KOH)
(black curve) as well as in the two-electrode Nafion configuration (0.5 M KHCO3/Nafion/0.5 M
KHCO3) (orange curve). The measurements were conducted with 20ml/min CO2 and electrolyte
flow rate and 10 mV/s scan rate. The overlaid current density-voltage characteristics of the
applied silicon HIT solar cell as single (red dotted curve) and as series-connected (two cells,
10

blue dotted curve; four cells, green dotted curve) photovoltaic device were measured under of
simulated AM1.5G illumination.

The usage of different catholyte and anolyte electrolytes, separated by a bipolar
membrane (BPM), therefore seems to be the more efficient choice for the full device
set-up. For the operation of CO2RR and OER in the same electrolyte, a cation-exchange
membrane, such as Nafion, could be applied to separate catholyte and anolyte
compartment. Both options have been tested in our filter-press cell set-up. In Fig. 5(b)
the overall polarization behavior of the Cu-Zn cathode and the Ni foam anode (dark
load) measured in a two-electrode BPM (0.5 M KHCO3/BPM/1 M KOH) (black) and a
two-electrode Nafion membrane (0.5 M KHCO3/Nafion/0.5 M KHCO3) (orange)
configuration, respectively, are shown. As expected, the configuration using a BPM
exhibits an increased performance with respect to lower cell voltages at increasing
current densities. This becomes even clearer when the illuminated current densityvoltage (j-V) curves of the applied Si heterojunction solar cells in single and seriesconnection configuration are overlaid. As apparent from Fig. 5(b), neither the
photovoltage provided by one single solar cell (627 mV) (red), nor the photovoltage of
two in-series connected Si cells (1248 mV) (blue) would be sufficient to drive the full
device bias-free. Only the series-connection of four Si heterojunction solar cells would
provide enough photovoltage (2496 mV) (green) to exhibit CO2RR and OER without
any additional power other than the sun. As displayed in Fig. 5(b), the conjunction of
the high-voltage photovoltaic (PV) structure with the electrochemical dark load using
BPM lies at a predicted bias-free CO2RR current density of 5.1 mA cm-2 (crossing point
at 2.21 V and normalized to the total illuminated area of the PV cells). In contrast, the
system using the same electrolyte with Nafion membrane would only exhibit 3.4
mA/cm2. This is due to the large overpotential for the Ni foam catalyst to drive OER in
near neutral pH.
The interconnections of the Si HIT solar cells in our experimental set-up increased the
series resistance, which resulted in a decrease of the fill factor of the series-connected
PV structures (blue and green curves in Fig. 5(b)). Nevertheless, as apparent from Fig.
5(b), in the case of the high voltage solar cell (4 HIT cells in series), the conjunction
point with the electrochemical dark load (BPM configuration) lied near the maximum
power point of the PV device. Thus, it can be estimated that the decreased fill factors
will not significantly impair the performance of the integrated photovoltaicelectrochemical (PV-EC) device.
The influence of the membrane in systems enabling CO2RR with respect to faradaic
efficiencies, stability, and ion transport processes was investigated in several studies
already.42,50-52 It was shown that cation exchange membranes (Nafion) and anion
exchange membranes (AEM), although they exhibit less additional membrane-derived
voltage losses, suffer more from crossover of ions than BPM membranes. This
introduces pH instability and contaminations in the presence of different catholyte and
anolyte electrolytes during CO2RR that affect the faradaic efficiency and selectivity at
high current densities. For an efficient CO2RR, these systems demand a design allowing
for recycling of the catholyte and anolyte solutions in an auxiliary process and a careful
optimization of the two-phase flow at the cathode.52 BPMs in contrast, offer the
advantage of stable complementary cathode and anode catalysis with stable (local) pH
values during electrolysis, which is crucial as the product selectivity for many CO2RR
products strongly depends on the local pH near the cathode surface. In fact, a BPM does
not allow cations and anions to pass the membrane. Instead, water is dissociated in the
11

interface layer of the BPM. This supplies H+ to the cathode compartment and OH− to
the anode compartment, in a way that the amount of protons and hydroxides produced
by the water dissociation at the BPM equals the consumption at the electrodes
(assuming perfect selectivity). Such a balancing of the consumed protons and
hydroxides at the electrode reactions facilitates a constant pH difference over the
membrane.53
C. Stand-alone device for solar-driven CO2RR
Figure 6 shows the current density for bias-free CO2RR as a function of the operational
time under simulated AM1.5 illumination obtained with the device configuration
depicted in Fig. 1, i.e. when the Cu-Zn cathode is directly wired to the Si/Ni foam
photoanode (4 Si HIT cells in series) without applying an external bias. Photographs of
the reactor device under operation are shown in the ESI in Fig. S8.

Fig. 6 Bias-free operation of the prototype solar CO2 conversion reactor (Fig. 1) as a function of
the operation time. Left y-axis: Solar-driven CO2RR current density (normalized to the area of
the electrodes in contact with the electrolyte; 10 cm2) as a function of the operational time using
a Si HIT cells/Ni foam photoanode and a Cu-Zn cathode in a two-electrode 0.5 M
KHCO3/BPM/1 M KOH configuration under simulated AM1.5G illumination. Right y-axis:
Faradaic efficiencies of H2 and CO production as a function of the operation time.

The solar-driven operational current density jop was 5.0 ± 0.3 mA/cm2, normalized to
the active electrode area (cathode and anode, respectively) of 10 cm2. The photocurrent
density-voltage characteristics of the overall two-electrode device before and after the
stability testing are shown in Fig. S9. Both measurements show identical onset
potentials and similar current density values at 0 V applied bias, which indicates a good
stability of the photoanode structure against corrosion and a stable operation of the
overall device. As expected from the behavior depicted in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c), H2
and CO were detected as the major gas-phase products during the bias-free CO2RR
operation of the device. The respective faradaic efficiencies of both products are plotted
on the right ordinate in Fig. 6. Over the course of 3 hours, the faradaic efficiencies only
deceased slightly and were in average 76 % for H2 and 16 % for CO. Thus, the stability
of our stand-alone reactor is in line with other reported bias-free stability tests.14,49,54
The bias-free measurement further allows to calculate a solar-to-fuel, i.e. a solar-to-
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syngas conversion efficiency (ηSTF) for the measured bias-free CO2RR current density
and the corresponding H2:CO ratio.
We based our calculation on the inherent chemical energy stored in one unit of fuel and
derived the exothermic power that can be obtained by combustion of the produced fuels.
Taking into account the higher heat value (HHV) and lower heat value (LHV) for H2
and CO of 286 kJ/mol and 283.5 kJ/mol, respectively, the specific power of the
produced products can be obtained as 143330 kW/kg for H2 and 10125 kW/kg for CO
(under the assumption of an interval duration of 1 second). Considering that 76 % of the
measured bias-free operation current density (5 mA/cm2) was used to produce H2 and
16 % to produce CO, leads to a generated product mass of 0.394 µg of H2 and 1.16 µg
of CO (under the assumption of 10 cm2 area). These values then can be used to calculate
the total bias-free power output of the device. According to Eq. 1, ηSTF is given by
𝜂STF =

0.394 µg H2 ×143330 kW/kg+1.16 µg CO ×10125 kW/kg
total integrated power input

(1)

where the input power (100 mW/cm2, for 16 cm2 illuminated PV area) is the incident
light intensity. Thus, the solar-to-fuel efficiency of our device was 4.3 %. Further details
on the ηSTF calculation can be found in the ESI.
Although the achieved efficiency value does not reach the highest solar-to-fuel
conversion published to date,54 it is comparable to other previously reported bias-free
CO2-to-syngas benchmark values for PV−electrode combinations (ηSTF < 7.0 %).14,28,30
Unlike these related studies, our integrated device approach, however, solely includes
earth-abundant catalyst materials and cheap silicon PV technology and operates under
ambient conditions. Moreover, the presented concept also clearly distinguishes itself
from proof-of-concept approaches, demonstrating small-scale subassemblies for solardriven CO2 reduction.14,49,55-59 The coupling of pure academic with engineered systems
is urgently needed to mature CO2 recycling processes and open the pathway towards a
commercial application. This aspect is successfully addressed by the proposed concept.
Additionally, the scalable modular design of the presented device bears great benefits
and cross-fertilization for a number of related catalytic and photovoltaic technologies.
Thus, our reactor concept for CO2 conversion is not limited to small active electrode
areas,60,61 or expensive small-scale photovoltaic structures,49,54,57 but can be adapted to
large scale designs.
Nevertheless, from a scientific point of view, further attention should be devoted to
increase the CO2 solubility in aqueous electrolytes. This could be achieved, for instance,
by controlling the cell pressure or applying chemical additives and/or ionic liquid
solutions.62,63 From a more engineering point of view, the evaluation of different
approaches for the upscaling of the active surface areas will be crucial for future
commercial applications48 and are currently under investigation in our labs. In this
regard, a detailed analysis of the electrical resistivity of the components in the complete
integrated solar reactor device will be vital in order to systematically improve its
operation performance.64,65 Furthermore, different strategies for the separation of CO2
gas from syngas, such as chemical absorption and adsorption, respectively,66,67
membrane separation,68 or carbonation/calcination69 must be further evaluated regarding
their applicability and energy requirements in view of a future commercialization.
For a successful application of the artificial photosynthesis concept in a commercial
system or product, the final metric of viability is the cost of produced fuel. Several
13

studies addressed the costs and life-cycle analysis for technologies aiming at CO2 re-use
fuel products.70,71 These studies show that, among others, the conversion efficiency is
the most sensitive parameter to lower the cost of produced fuel.
Therefore, it is vital to evaluate whether the bias-free concept, i.e. solely solar-driven
concept offers the best solution regarding productivity or, if it is worth to consider a
scenario in which the presented solar CO2RR system is driven by an external bias to
produce a higher operational current density. Based on the current density-voltage
curves in Fig. 5(b) of the solar cells and the electrochemical dark load, one can estimate
to what extend an additional bias would affect the operation of the solar CO2RR device.
As apparent, an operation current density of 15 mA/cm2 exemplarily can be achieved by
using two HIT cells (blue dotted curve in Fig. 5(b)) and by additionally biasing the
system with 1.7 V. In this case, a surplus power of 255 mW (1,7 V * 15 mA/cm 2 for 10
cm2) would have to be applied to the system. A rough approximation of the respective
faradaic efficiencies for H2 and CO at this operation current density can be deduced
from Fig. 4(b) and (c). At -0.5 V the Cu-Zn cathode exhibited 15 mA/cm2 along with
faradaic efficiencies of 64 % and 31 % for H2 and CO, respectively. Following the
calculation described in the ESI, this would correspond to a production of 6.9 µg/s of
CO and 0.9 µg/s of H2. Taking into account the reduced illuminated area for two HIT
cells (8 cm2) a ηSTF* value of 20.1 % can be estimated for such a biased system. The
corresponding stability measurement of the biased solar CO2 conversion operation (over
10 hours of operation) was performed in our prototype reactor (using two HIT cells) and
is shown in the ESI in Fig. S10. The measured faradaic efficiencies for CO and H2 were
in good agreement with the approximated values. While Fig. 6 shows the proof-ofconcept experiment to demonstrate bias-free operation, Fig. S10 additionally illustrates
the durability of our prototype device regarding photocurrent density and catalytic
activity.
In this scenario, the extra bias could be provided by the energy surplus generated by
renewable power plants during solar irradiation in periods of low electricity demand.
Consequently, the herein proposed PV-EC based system presents an attractive
alternative to the currently applied systems for surplus energy storage/usage, such as
pumped hydroelectric storage (70-80% efficiency), ion lithium batteries (92-95 %
efficiency), or power-to-gas based on alkaline and PEM electrolyzers (65-70 %
efficiency). Our PV-EC device for solar CO2RR could be applied during solar
irradiation to consume surplus energy and store/convert it into syngas with an efficiency
of 83.4 % using two HIT solar cells (212.7 mW/255 mW), for instance.
These examples on the one hand side show the high flexibility that offers our PV-EC
device concept for CO2 re-use, and on the other hand side outline its viability regarding
novel energy storage technologies. The presented protoype device therefore may pave
the way for future lines of work, which will be needed to address efficiency
improvements and technoeconomical questions while assessing its cost competiveness.

IV.
Conclusions
In this study we developed a prototype device for solar-driven CO2-to-syngas
conversion using state-of-the-art silicon photovoltaics and a highly selective and earthabundant cathode with an active reaction area of 10 cm2. The stand-alone reactor device
exhibited a stable and bias-free operation with a solar-to-syngas conversion efficiency
of 4.3 %. We presented in detail the structural and electrochemical characteristics of the
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integrated device components, i.e. the Zn coated Cu foam cathode and the high voltage
silicon based photoanode. In this regard, we provided evidence that metallic foams can
be applied as high performance electrodes for the electrochemical CO2 reduction
process. Stable and tunable hydrogen-to-carbon monoxide (H2:CO) ratios along with
high CO faradaic efficiencies of up to 85 % and CO current densities of 39.4 mA/cm2
have been demonstrated using a Cu foam cathode coated with nanoflake Zn catalyst
structures. Furthermore, the application of Si heterojunction solar cells in combination
with a Ni foam as efficient photoanode structure for OER has been evaluated. The
series-connection of four silicon solar cells provided sufficient photovoltage in order to
drive CO2RR and OER without additional bias. Finally, with the integration of the
developed cathode and photoanode in a flow-cell reactor device for solar-driven syngas
production, a bias-free current density of 5.0 mA/cm2 was generated.
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